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Transforming the 3D geometrical
spreading to 2D & source dimension
(Bleistein 1986)
(Ernst et al. 2007)






































Transmitter Nr.3 to Receiver Nr. 13Time [ns]

















Transmitter Nr.1 to Receiver Nr. 5
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Transmitter Nr.7 to Receiver Nr. 351.51.00.50.0
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Physical presence of the borehole and possible





























































































































2.5D FWI (Improved RBSM)
2.5	D	FWI	is	more	sensitive	to	starting	model
Poor ray-coverage

















































































































































30 Iteration (96 core)






























































More realistic model by replacing the point
source antenna with finite length antenna in
forwarding model that adopted from gprMax
Geoscanners BA	1000	antenna	Mala	Geoscience	1.2	GHz	antenna	
included	in	new	gprMax	
New generation gprMax is enable to
model antenna design and includes




















we have extended the 2D FWI to 2,5D by replacing 2D FDT with 3D
gprMax FDTD forward model
2.5 FWI is more sensitive to starting model than 2D FWI
2.5D FWI showed better results for permittivity and conductivity in
compare to 2D FWI for realistic synthetic models
Sufficient detailed starting model for 2.5D FWI is obtained by using a
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